1. Let F be a partially ordered vector space with an order unit e. It is well known that the class 5DÎ of maximal ideals of V is in one-one correspondence with the class K of normalized positive linear functionals, in the sense that to each ME^SR corresponds a positive linear functional <¡>m with M as its null-space and with <j>M(e) = 1. A maximal ideal MG 90? is said to be extreme if <pM is an extreme point of the convex set K; i.e., if the equation </>m = <t$i + (1 -a)<p2 with <pi, <p2EK and 0<<r<l can hold only with <pi=<p2=<pM.
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Kadison [2 ] has fully demonstrated the importance of the extreme maximal ideals in the theory of the representation of partially ordered vector spaces by function spaces. The main purpose of this article is to give a simple and direct characterization of the extreme maximal ideals in terms of the order structure in V. This characterization improves our understanding of the place of the extreme maximal ideals in the representation theory. For example, it becomes almost obvious that, if Fis lattice ordered, then the extreme maximal ideals coincide with the lattice maximal ideals.
We consider a class of ideals that we call "perfect" ideals. Besides providing the required characterization of the extreme maximal ideals as perfect maximal ideals, perfect ideals are of interest in their own right. The class of all perfect ideals has the most important properties of the class of all ideals. In particular, if V has no perfect proper ideals other than (0), then V is isomorphic to R.
The fundamental theorem on extreme points of convex sets of linear functionals is the Krein-Milman existence theorem [3] . This theorem is shown to be a simple consequence of the fact that each perfect proper ideal is contained in a perfect maximal ideal. In fact, the Krein-Milman theorem is related to this property of perfect ideals in the same way that the Hahn-Banach theorem is related to the corresponding property of ideals in general. 2. Definitions and notation. Let F be a partially ordered vector space, namely a vector space over R in which a nonempty positive cone V+ is specified having the following properties:
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[October (i) if x, y£ V+ and a^O, then x+y, axE V+; (ii) if x, -x£ V+, then x = 0. We write x^y (or y&x) to denote that x-y£ V+.
Let F have an order unit e, namely an element of V+ such that, for each x£ V, there exists £ER with x ^ %e.
An iáea/ of F is a subspace J such that J contains all elements x that satisfy the inequalities -j^x^j for some/£/. An ideal / is called proper if Jj^ V. It is well known [l ; 2 ] that each proper ideal of V is contained in a maximal ideal (i.e. a maximal proper ideal).
A positive linear functional is a nonzero linear functional <j> on V such that <A(x)^0 whenever xïïO. A normalized positive linear functional (n.p.l.f.) is a positive linear functional <f> with 0(e) = 1. The class of all n.p.l.f.s is denoted by K. To each maximal ideal M corresponds a unique n.p.l.f. 4>mEK such that M is the null-space of <¡>M. Conversely, the null-space of each positive linear functional is a maximal ideal. Extreme maximal ideals have been defined in §1 above.
Given a subspace V0 of V, let 77( Va) denote the set of all elements x£ V such that, for every positive real number e, there exists an element we£ Vo satisfying the inequalities (2.1) -(ee + we) ^ x ^ te + we.
An ideal J of F is said to be perfect if
It should be noted that an ideal J of F is perfect if and only if, for each x in 7 and €>0, there exists an element wt in J such that O^ee-f-We and x^ee+wt.
In fact, if J has this property, x£7, and e>0, then there exist«, vEJwith %} ¿(ee/2)+u and~j} è(ee/2)+v; and therefore ±x^ee+(u+v). This shows that the condition is sufficient, and its necessity is obvious.
It should also be remarked that the class of perfect ideals is independent of the choice of order unit e used in their definition. In fact, if / is another order unit of V, then there exist positive constants £ and 17 such that eá£/ and/^Tje. Since « is an arbitrary positive number, we have <pi(x) =0, and therefore the null-space of <pi coincides with that of <pM. This proves that <pi =<¡>m; 4>m is an extreme point of K.
(B). Let M be an extreme maximal ideal, and let <pm be the corresponding n.p.l.f. We consider the functional q defined on V by
It is easily verified that q has the following properties: By definition of p, for each e>0, we have («e/2)+y^0. Thus (4.9) -(te + y) g y St te + y.
Let Y=(y), the one-dimensional space spanned by y. Then (4.9)
shows that y £77(7), and therefore (4.10) YEH(Y).
If y is nonzero, then, by (4.10) and Since ht+ee^0 and fe.+ee^O, we have ft\ úht+kt + 2te, g*> and therefore + x ^ y, + h, + k, + 3te.
Since e is an arbitrary positive number and yt+ht+k,EF, these last inequalities show that xEH(F).
We have now proved that F is a proper perfect ideal of V, and, since FZ)M, the maximal property of (S implies that F = M. This proves that V/M has no proper perfect ideals other than (0), and therefore, by Theorem Note. This slightly generalized form of the Krein-Milman theorem is proved in [l], where its relation to the original form [3] is stated. The proof given below follows the same general lines as the proof of the Hahn-Banach theorem given in [l] .
Proof. Let V denote the vector space W+R of all ordered pairs (x, £) with x£IFand ££i?, with the natural definitions of the vector space operations. Let e = (0, 1), and denote (x, £) by x+£e. F becomes a partially ordered vector space, with order unit e, if we take F+ to consist of 0 = (0, 0) together with all x+£esuch that £>p( -x). We 
